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Narrowing the Gap between
Readers and Bool<B

A

t 13, I (KH) probably possessed
all of the characteristics of the
low-achieving youth more likely
to get pregnant or drop out of school
than to go to college. What made the
difference? For me, it was being exposed
to African American literature when my
eighth-grade teacher taught Mildred
Taylor's Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
and pointed out the African American
literature in her classroom library. I've
previously written about this turning
point: "[I]t was a pivotal moment for me
. . .. Suddenly, pursuing an education
became rele-vant ... no longer something
set aside for girls in Judy Blume's books"
(Hinton & Berry, 2004, p. 285 ). That
connection to what I read improved my
achievement in school.

This phenomenon is by no means unique to me.
In fact, in a recent article, Norman Mailer (2005)
acknowledged the connection between reading
and achievement in school. While we understand
that there are numerous factors that contribute to
the achievement gap, some of which have yet to
be unearthed, here we focus on motivating students to read (Rothstein, 2004).
Research on the inclusion of diverse literature
in classrooms and school library media centers
supports the potential for partnership between
teachers and school library media specialists who
understand that connecting students with books

that interest them can help close the achievement
gap. Library media specialists have knowledge of
resources about various topics of interest to students and are happy to share that knowledge with
classroom teachers.

Creating Cultural Competence
An important move toward closing the achievement gap occurs when students and teachers are
provided with a culturally competent school library
media center program where cultural awareness
and sensitivity are evident. Culturally aware school
library media specialists make collections available,
across content areas, that value diversity in terms
of language, culture, race, and ethnicity (HintonJohnson & Dickinson, 2005). The collections include culturally relevant materials, both fiction and
nonfiction, about people, events, holidays, histories, and more. Scholars have argued that teachers who are interested in sharing multicultural
materials with students often hesitate because they
lack information and training (Boahene-Asimeng
& Klein, 2004). A partnership with a library media specialist can build teachers' knowledge of the
nuances of multicultural literature and help them
to integrate that literature into classroom content.
School library media specialists can also offer training to help teachers evaluate multicultural literature and make decisions about how specific texts
fit within the curriculum.

Promoting Books
There are many ways that school library media
specialists and classroom teachers can work together to promote books with multicultural characters, settings, and themes . The culturally
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competent school library media specialist can
share her knowledge of current books written by
and about people of color. She might give
booktalks, arrange author visits, and help create
lessons that promote reading and cultural affirmation while simultaneously supporting instruction. Stacking Coretta Scott King and Pura Belpre
award winners alongside the displays of Newbery
and Caldecott winners not only exhibits some of
the best books in the field, but it also makes students and teachers aware that the books exist.
Promoting multicultural books and other resources is common at times of diversity celebrations, such as Black History Month or Cingo de
Mayo. However, it is just as important that
multicultural resources be integrated into other

displays throughout the year. Displays on curricular topics or seasonal events should reflect diversity in the illustrations and content. Although
biographies of prominent sports or entertainment
figures are always a draw with middle school children, other prominent figures representing diversity of all types should be featured as well. It is
especially important to note diversity in the sciences, history, or other curricular fields. Studies
of history should include materials on Crispus
Attucks and Benito Jaurez, along with contemporaries such as Cesar Chavez and Booker T. Washington, Marian Anderson and Josephine Baker.
Guest readers work well in the middle level
classroom. Middle school students, especially
those who are not eager recreational readers, can

WINNERS OF THE CORETTA SCOTT KING AUTHOR AWARD AND THE PURA BELPRE AWARD,

1995-2005
Coretta Scott King Award Winners

1996

2005

Her Stories: African American Folktales, Fairy Tales,
and True Stories (Virginia Hamilton)

Remember: The Journey to School Integration (Toni

Morrison)

1995

2004

Christmas in the Big House, Christmas in the
Quarters (Patricia C. McKissack and Frederick L.

The First Part last (Angela Johnson)

McKissack)

2003
Bronx Masquerade (Nikki Grimes)

Pura Belpre Award Winners

2002

2004

The land (Mildred D. Taylor)

Before We Were Free (Julia Alvarez)

2001

2002

Miracle's Boys (Jacqueline Woodson)

Esperanza Rising (Pam Munoz Ryan)

2000

2000

Bud, Not Buddy (Christopher Paul Curtis)

Under the Royal Palms: A Childhood in Cuba (Alma

1999

Flor Ada)

Heaven (Angela Johnson)

1998

1998

Parrot in the Oven: mi vida (Joanna Cotler)

Forged by Fire (Sharon M. Draper)

1996

1997

An Island like You: Stories of the Barrio (Melanie

Slam! (Walter Dean Myers)

Kroupa)
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identify with guest readers who represent the diversity in their community. Posters encouraging
reading can be carefully selected to represent the
diversity of the school, including posters in other
languages. The READ series of posters available
from the American Library Association
(www.alastore.ala.org) features prominent celebrities and includes diverse images, including a
multilingual poster encouraging reading. Software
is now available through the ALA catalog so that
school library media specialists or classroom
teachers can create their own READ posters reflecting the images of reading and readers in the
school and community.

Expanding Lesson Plans
Applebee's 1993 study supports the notion that
there is an absence of literature by and about
people of color in the English language arts curriculum in public schools. Though recent research
indicates an increase in the inclusion of
multicultural literature, multiculturalists continue
to worry that diverse literature is merely an insignificant gesture to appear politically correct rather
than an opportunity to teach students about the
contributions and successes of diverse peoples.
Ladson-Billings (1994) describes culturally relevant teaching as "a pedagogy that empowers students intellectually, socially, emotionally, and
politically by using cultural referents to impart
knowledge, skills, and attitudes" (pp. 17-18). Library media specialists can support teachers in
their efforts to move away from mere inclusion of
diverse literature to a more empowering and transformative use of multicultural materials such as
the one Ladson-Billings suggests.
Collaborating with school library media specialists can establish an environment where students are encouraged to think broadly about
choosing to study elements of culture. The first
stage of many commonly taught research processes is defining the problem. Researchers have
found that there is a period of uncertainty or confusion as students choose a research topic and
determine what information they need (Kuhlthau,
1998; Stripling & Hughes-Hassel, 2003). It is at

this stage that school library media specialists and
classroom teachers can work together to present
options for studying elements of multiculturalism.
A broad research topic on WWII can present opportunities for students to study the Japanese Internment, the Navajo codetalkers, and the
Tuskegee airmen. Research in the sciences or environment can present opportunities to compare
the consumer use of environmental resources in
this country with other countries and cultures.
Also, the study of George Washington Carver and
the uses of peanut butter can spark student research on uses for other household products.
As part of this collaborative process, teachers
and media specialists can brainstorm topics. Here,
the school library media specialist contributes
sources of information that apply to the broad view
of history or science. Far from straying from the
topic, the broad view can enhance classroom instruction and provide a deeper understanding.
Students will find more motivation to learn when
the information presented helps them connect

MULTICULTURAL RESOURCES

Building Character through Multicultural Literature:
A Guide for Middle School Readers, by Rosann
Jweid and Margaret Rizzo (Scarecrow, 2004).

Kaleidoscope: A Multicultural Booklist for Grades KB, Third Edition, edited by Junko Yokota (NCTE,
2001).

Many Peoples, One land: A Guide to New
Multicultural literature for Children and Young
Adults, by Alethea K. Helbig and Agnes Regan
Perkins (Greenwood, 2001).

This land Is Our Land; A Guide to Multicultural
literature for Children and Young Adults, by
Alethea K. Helbig and Agnes Regan Perkins
(Greenwood, 1994).

West of the Border: The Multicultural Literature of
the Western American Frontiers, by Noreen G. Lape
(Ohio University Press, 2000).
--··-······-·-·

--

--·-·-·-····--·

-------- ---~
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MULTICULTURAL LITERATURE
Fiction

Year of Impossible Goodbyes by Sook

Autobiography of My Dead Brother

Nyul Choi (Houghton Mifflin, 1992}

by Walter Dean Myers
(HarperTempest, 2005}

Yellow Bird and Me by Joyce Hansen
(Houghton Mifflin, 1991}

Piece of My HeartjPedadto de Mi
Corazon: The Art of Carmen Lomas
Garza by Carmen Lomas Garza (New

Press, 1994}

Curtis (Random House, 2004}

Nonfiction

Rigoberto Menchu: Defending Human
Rights in Guatemala by Michael

The Color of My Words by Lynn
Joseph (HarperCollins, 2001}

Beisbol: Pioneros y Leyendas del
Beisbol Latino by Jonah Winter (Lee &

Silverstone (Feminist Press at CUNY,
1998}

Low, 2002}

A Suitcase of Seaweed and Other
Poems by Janet S. Wong (Simon &

Bucking the Sarge by Christopher Paul

Dark Sons by Nikki Grimes

(Hyperion, 2005}
Day of Tears: A Novel in Dialog by

Julius Lester (Hyperion, 2005}

Between Earth & Sky: Legends of
Native American Sacred Places by

Joseph Bruchac (Harcourt, 1999}

(HarperCoUins, 1995}

Cool Salsa: Bilingual Poems on
Growing up Hispanic in the United
States edited by Lori M. Carlson

Dragonwings by Laurence Yep

(Henry Holt, 1994}

(HarperCollins, 1975}
Echoes of the White Giraffe by Sook

Dia's Story Cloth: The Hmong People's
Journey of Freedom by Dia Cha (Lee &

Nyul Choi (Houghton Mifflin, 1993}

Low, 1998}

First Crossing: Stories about Teen
Immigrants edited by Donald R.

Dreaming in Black and White by

Gallo (Candlewick, 2004}

Fannie Lou Hamer by Susan Donovan

Habibi by Naomi Shihab Nye (Simon
& Schuster, 1999}

(Raintree, 2003}

Dragon's Gate by Laurence Yep

I, Dred Scott: A Fictional Narrative
Based on the Life and Legal
Precedent of Dred Scott by Sheila P.

Reinhardt Jung (Dial, 2003}

The Right of the Red Bird: The Life of
Zitkala-Sa by Doreen Rappaport

Three Wishes: Palestinian and Israeli
Children Speak by Deborah Ellis

(Groundwood, 2004)
Wachale!: Poetry and Prose about
Growing Up Latino in America by Ilan

Stevens (Cricket, 2001}
Winona LaDuke by Michael Silverstone

(Feminist Press at CUNY, 2001}
A Wreath for Emmitt Till by Marilyn

Nelson (Houghton Mifflin, 2005}
Poetry
Aleutian Sparrow by Karen Hesse

{Aladdin, 2005}

Harlem Stomp!: A Cultural History of
the Harlem Renaissance by Laban

Behind the Wheel: Driving Poems by
Janet S. Wong (Simon & Schuster,
1999}

Carrick Hill (Little, Brown Young
Readers, 2004)

Dandng Teepees: Poems of American
Indian Youth by Virginia Driving Hawk

I Have Lived a Thousand Years: Growing
Up in the Holocaust by Livia BittonJackson (Simon & Schuster, 1999}

Sneve (Holiday House, 1989)

In My Hands: Memories of a Holocaust
Rescuer by Irene Gut Opdyke and Jen-

19 Varieties of Gazelle: Poems of the
Middle East by Naomi Shihab Nye

Leaf, 2005}

nifer Armstrong (Random House, 2001}

(HarperCollins, 2005}

Red Ridin' in the Hood by Patricia

Navajo Long Walk: The Tragic Story of
a Proud People's Forced March from
Their Homeland by Joseph Bruchac

Remember the Bridge: Poems of a
People by Carole Boston Weatherford

(National Geographic Society, 2002}

Wachale!: Poetry and Prose about
Growing Up Latino in America by Ilan

Moses (McElderry, 2004}
Journey to Topaz by Yoshiko Uchida

(Heyday, 2005}
Kira-Kira by Cynthia Kadohata
(Simon & Schuster, 2004}
Lost Garden by Laurence Yep (Simon
& Schuster, 1996}
Milkweed by Jerry Spinelli (Laurel-

Marcantonio (Farrar, Straus, and
Giroux, 2005}
Rice without Rain by Minfong Ho

(HarperCollins, 1991}
Skeleton Man by Joseph Bruchac

(HarperCoUins, 2003}

(Penguin Putnam, 1999}

Schuster, 1996}

Oh, Freedom!: Kids Talk about the Civil
Rights Movement with the People Who
Made It Happen by Casey King &

Linda Barrett Osborne (Random
House, 1997}

Hoop Queens: Poems by Charles R.
Smith (Candlewick, 2003)

(Penguin Putnam, 2002}

Stevens (Cricket, 2001}
A Wreath for Emmitt Till by Marilyn

Nelson (Houghton Mifflin, 2005)
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with the topic. This can be done by providing additional materials, such as articles, artifacts, or Web
links, to class notes or lectures, or by providing
video or text resources that students can use on
their own.

Impact on Achievement
Stephen Krashen (2003) is one of the strongest
advocates of Free Voluntary Reading (FVR), which
he defines as "reading because you want to" (p. 1).
In Krashen's latest edition of The Power of Reading, he reviews a host of studies that compare the
effect of FVR and traditional reading instruction
on achievement in the areas of spelling, vocabulary, and reading comprehension. In every study,
FVR (including graphic novels and nonfiction) was
at least as effective as traditional instruction, and
in some instances was even more effective.
Krashen notes that the elements required for
children to develop into strong readers are a printrich environment at home and at school, comfortable and quiet places to read, and having books
and other print resources that appeal to the child's
interest. Not all children are guaranteed any of
the above in the home environment. Therefore,
the classroom teacher and the school library media specialist must work together to ensure that
the school day includes time and space to read,
along with creating a print-rich environment for
each child. Middle school students are beginning
to articulate their interests, hobbies, and reading
styles. Simply owning materials that appeal to
middle-schoolers is not enough. In order to increase reading, and therefore increase reading
achievement, books and other print resources must
be displayed, promoted, and used in classrooms
and libraries (Hinton-Johnson & Dickinson,
2005).
At a time when students begin to develop
other interests, it is crucial to align library and
classroom collections to reflect those interests.
The degree to which middle school students maintain an interest in reading may well determine their
success in school.

Final Thoughts
Naturally, schools influence the identity development of young people (Gay, 1994). Nelson-Barber & Harrison (1996) maintain that students gain
from a curriculum "directly linked to their cultural experience, enabling them to feel at home in
the classroom, to be themselves" (p. 261). Students
seem to become disinterested in school when it
does not offer a connection to their own culture
and their own lives (Spears-Bunton, 1990). Researchers such as Spears-Bunton and Menchaca
(2000) argue that achievement will improve for
students of color when they are provided with a
"culturally relevant" curriculum. Anaya (1992;
cited in Margerison, 1995) agrees, " ... part of the
cause for our alarming dropout statistics is this
narrow, circumscribed curriculum in language and
literature" (p. 259). Promoting thoughtful reading and discussion of multicultural literature is but
one element in the larger effort to provide quality
teaching for all students regardless of ability
grouping, and we know, first hand, what an important element it can be (Ferguson & Mehta,
2004).
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2005 0rbis Pictus Award Winners
Wmner
Yorks Adventures with Lewis and Clark: An African-American~ Part in the Great &pedition by Rhoda Blumberg (HarperCollins)
Honor Books
Actual Size by Steve Jenkins (Houghton Mifflin)
The Race to Save the Lord God Bird by Phillip Hoose (Farrar, Straus and Giroux)
Secrets of the Sphinx by James Cross Giblin, illustrated by Bagram Ibatoulline (Scholastic)
Seurat and La Grande Jatte: Connecting the Dots by Robert Burleigh (Abrams Books for Young Readers)
The Voice That Challenged a Nation: Marian Anderson and the Struggle for Equal Rights by Russell Freedman (Clarion Books)
Recommended Titles
Albino Animals by Kelly Milner Halls (Darby Creek Publishing)
A Dream ofFreedum: The Civil Rights Movement from 1954-1968 by Diane McWhorter (Scholastic)
Bread Comes to Life: A Garden of Wheat and a Loaf to &t by George Levenson, illustrated by Shmuel Thaler (Tricycle Press)
Escape from Saigon: How a 'Vietnam Ular Orphan Became an American Boy by Andrea Warren (Farrar, Straus and Giroux)
George vs. George: The American Revolution as Seen from Both Sides by Rosalyn Schanzer (National Geographic)
Looking for Seabirds: Journal from an Alaskan Voyage by Sophie Webb (Houghton Mifflin)
Roman Army: The Legendary Solders Who Created an Empire by Dyan Blacklock, illustrated by David Kennett (Walker & Company)
With Courage and Cloth: Winning the Fight for a Woman} Right to Vote by Ann Bausem (National Geographic)
Further information about the Orbis Pictus Award can be found at http://www.ncte.org/elem/awards/orbispictus
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